New Member Spotlight

Emergence Medicine, PA is a Texas-based entity that focuses on Freestanding Emergency Centers (FECs). "Emergence" symbolizes the philosophical coalescing of principles that will optimize an FEC model that embraces emergency physician equity and fairness.

Excerpts from a conversation with Dr. R. Joe Ybarra Owner of Emergence Medicine:

I base the mission of my company on the three guiding principles of embracing disruption (the status quo), seeking coherence (the new paradigm) and emergence philosophy. Freestanding Emergency Centers can provide needed access where hospitals may not consider it practical to locate (i.e. the State of Georgia).

There are many diverse viewpoints in this growing industry offshoot. It's filled with hospital owned EDs (HOPDs), independent EDs (IFSEDs) and even emergency care hospitals. My EDPMA membership lets me tap into management resources and the knowledge base of my peers. The committees, Solutions Summit and other benefits provide me with the opportunity to network. I want to use EDPMA's extensive resources to host a dialogue to generate solutions for this new emerging emergency medical venue. It's about aligning to the Triple Aim in healthcare principles while developing practical models for emergency physician stakeholder value.